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Healthcare PE Highlights

George Koutsakos 
San Diego Office 
George is a highly analytical and 
versatile professional offering 
extensive experience in the not-
for-profit, for-profit and district 
healthcare institutional arena, 
serving hospital organizations 
as Chief Financial Officer and 
consulting for various other 
healthcare entities.  

Lisa Napier Martin 
New Orleans Office   
Lisa is a seasoned yet innovative 
strategic and operational leader 
with diverse CFO experience 
in profit and not for profit 
healthcare.  Her background 
includes the operational 
conversion of acquisition, 
merging and joint venture 
hospitals, navigating academic 
medical centers, re-designing 
workflows, management of joint 
ventures, physician practices 
and provider-based clinics, 
working with organized unions, 
community acute care, hospitals 
and urban, academic, tertiary and 
safety net medical centers.

Bill Keys 
Dallas/Fort Worth Office 
Bill is a CFO with 30+ years 
of experience, primarily in the 
healthcare industry in which he 
served for over 20 years. Bill has 
served as CFO of EMSI, as CEO 
and CFO of Preferred Homecare, 
CFO of Homeland Healthcare, 
and has also had CFO positions 
in hospice, home health, and 
skilled nursing sectors.

Frank Bisconti 
Chicago Office   
Frank has a distinguished career 
as an adaptable, visionary 
leader focused on building world 
class organizations, increasing 
productivity and profitability, and 
developing brand recognition 
to increase market share and 
competitive advantage. With a 
broad background that includes 
specific experience in healthcare, 
Frank delivers results with his 
leadership expertise and vast 
skillset.

Steve Wolff 
Chicago Office 
CFO with strategic, operational, 
and entrepreneurial experience 
with expertise in bringing best 
practices, profit improvement, 
and growth accomplishments.  
With a broad background that 
includes healthcare, Steve is 
skilled in strategic development, 
financial planning & analysis, 
early stage fundraising, 
cash flow management, 
financial restructuring, finance 
organization development, 
technology implementation, and 
cross-functional collaboration. 

Rhonda Rosen 
New York Office  
Rhonda is a senior finance 
executive with an extensive 
skill set that spans all areas 
of finance.  With core vertical 
experience that includes 
healthcare, Rhonda has a proven 
track record as a strategic leader 
throughout of her career and has 
negotiated and closed over 60 
transactions ranging in size from 
$50 million to $7 billion. 

Matt Cassell 
Dallas/Fort Worth Office 
Matt is a versatile and analytical, 
executive with broad healthcare 
experience that includes 
expertise in financial modeling, 
reporting, planning and analysis. 

Jack McGovern 
Northeast Region 
Jack is a senior executive with 
deep experience in healthcare 
services and demonstrated 
expertise in high growth and 
crisis management. Jack is an 
outstanding leader with a proven 
track record of assembling, 
aligning and motivating talent.
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Bob Arnold 
New York Office 
Bob is a senior financial 
executive with significant 
experience in managing strategic 
business and financial issues 
with a history of proven results. 
With a successful background 
in healthcare, Bob is dedicated 
to helping companies resolve 
challenges and succeed in 
achieving goals.

Bob Zimmer 
Chicago Office 
Bob is a proven change-
agent who achieves positive 
results through operational 
focus and a hands-on tactical 
approach. With over thirty years 
of operational and financial 
management experience, Bob 
has an outstanding track record 
as a CFO in both healthcare and 
clinical settings.

Andrew Pendleton 
Houston Office   
During his career of over 30 
years, Andrew has held financial 
executive positions in various 
industries, including a broad 
background in healthcare.  
Andrew specializes in distressed 
entities with a critical gap 
in financial or leadership 
capabilities, utilizing his expertise 
to help organizations thrive.

Stuart Robertson 
Dallas/Fort Worth Office   
Stuart is a versatile, high-
energy executive who develops 
competitive strategies that 

lead organizations through 
change and challenge to 
operational and financial 
performance improvement. With 
over 25 years of experience, 
including healthcare and PE-
backed businesses, Stuart is 
a pragmatic thinker who can 
architect strategies while also 
being tactical and hands-on 
in the rollout of financial and 
operational processes.

Frank S. Wojtowicz 
Chicago Office 
Frank has over 25 years of 
experience as a hands-on 
financial executive, operations 
executive, and turnaround 
management consultant. Frank 
has an extensive background, 
including healthcare, and has 
demonstrated successes 
in financial and operational 
improvements, cost reductions, 
financial forecasting, business 
process re-engineering, and cash 
flow improvement programs.

 
 
Lance Shipp 
Dallas/Fort Worth Office 
Lance is an experienced financial 
and operational strategic planner 
with a passion for scaling 
organizations through people 
and process improvements.  
Having served as CFO in a 
variety of industries, including 
healthcare, Lance is frequently 
sought after by CEOs, Founders, 
venture capital firms, and private 
equity managed investment 
teams to support their executive 
team strategy. 

Charles Hubbard 
New York Office  
Charles has over 30 years of 
diversified senior financial 
management, operations, and 

administration experience 
with a variety of top-tier 
financial organizations.  With 
a broad background, that 
includes healthcare, Charles 
demonstrates a high level of 
expertise in strategic planning, 
regulatory compliance, profitable 
business development, 
restructuring, and treasury and 
risk management. 

Eric Marin 
Austin Office 
Eric is known for his head-
on approach to addressing 
organizational challenges, 
operational improvement, and 
the development of business 
growth strategies.  With over 20 
years of experience in a variety 
of organizations, including 
healthcare, Eric is a key strategist 
with a proven track record of 
success, including his own 
healthcare practice that provided 
a clinical facility, medical 
business, and staff to operate 
and support doctors. 

Brian Alleman 
Dallas/Fort Worth Office 
Brian is a seasoned financial 
and operations executive.  Brian 
has successfully raised capital, 
implemented investor relations 
programs, gained relisting on 
NASDAQ, achieved significant 
revenue growth, and returned 
companies to profitability.  His 
vast experience includes a 
publicly traded medical device 
company.

Shyamal Parikh 
Dallas/Fort Worth Office 
Shyamal is a highly 
accomplished financial executive 
with a strong history of directing 
fiscal activities in organizations 
from start-up to $16B in revenue.  
Among his many successes, 
Shyamal completed an IPO 
readiness and assessment for a 
med-tech, healthcare start-up.

Brad Oldham 
Dallas/Fort Worth Office  
Brad has over 25 years of 
experience working with private 
and private equity-backed 
companies as a CFO, owner/
operator, private equity investor, 
and investment banker. He has a 
strong background in operations, 
mergers, acquisitions, 
divestitures, investing, 
and capital raising.  Brad’s 
background consists of early 
work with a Big 4 accounting 
firm and extensive experience 
in the healthcare industry.  
He has served as the CFO of 
multiple healthcare companies 
in various sectors, including 
Skilled Nursing Facilities, 
Assisted Living Facilities, 
Durable Medical Equipment, 
Intellectual and Developmental 
Disabilities, Psychiatric Hospitals, 
Institutional Pharmacies, and 
Radiology. 
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